Working Student Graphic Design / Web Design (m/f/d)

Within start-up-like structures, we provide services to our customers in the automotive, aerospace and consumer goods sectors in a dynamic market. The business is built on materials, system solutions, components and services in the 3D printing sector and we work closely with global research platforms as well as BASF application technicians.

LOCATION
Heidelberg, DE

COMPANY
BASF 3D Printing Solutions GmbH

WORKING HOURS
Full-time

CONTRACT TYPE
Temporary

WORKING AREA
Marketing

REFERENCE CODE
EN58232041_ONLE_1

RESPONSIBILITIES
As of January 1st, 2020, you will be supporting us as a working student in our Marketing & Communications team in graphic and web design.
- For this, you will develop creative graphic ideas and design illustrations, vectorizations and animations for various communication materials.
- You will transform graphic concepts into digital formats and create professional presentations as well as templates.
- Independently you will be responsible for editing, processing and retouching product graphics as well as videos.
- Additionally, you will support our team in designing, servicing and refining our website.
- You will monitor and analyze national as well as international online trends.

QUALIFICATIONS
- Currently, you are studying Graphic Design / Media Design, Visual Communications or Communications Design.
- You already gained experience in photography as well as image editing and are confident in designing infographics as well as interactions.
- In addition, you have good skills in graphics and design for online as well as print media and in HTML 5 as well as CSS 3.
- You are familiar with MS Office and content management systems such as Adobe Experience Manager.
- You communicate effectively in German as well as English and convince with your pronounced customer orientation.

BENEFITS
- Development discussions and programs so that you can reach your full potential.
- International assignments where you will build networks and experience different cultures.
- An attractive competitive salary that is based on the company’s success and your individual performance.
- Health and wellbeing programs to help you achieve better health and work-life balance.
- Flexible work arrangements so that you can balance your working life and private life.
- A secure work environment because your health, safety and wellbeing is always our top priority.
- Your contribution to a sustainable future because sustainability lies at the heart of everything we do and is a driver of growth.
- Onboarding to help you settle in quickly, ensuring you are part of the BASF team from day one.
- Support of all employees by using different measures to ensure the balance of professional and private life.

ABOUT US

Together we can accomplish everything. Through the power of connected minds.

We are looking forward to your online application at www.basf.com/jobs.
We are happy to answer your questions: Email jobs@basf.com | Tel 00800 33 0000 33
BASF 3D Printing Solutions GmbH is a wholly owned subsidiary of BASF New Business GmbH.

Learn more about BASF 3D Printing Solutions GmbH at www.basf-3dps.com.

Do you have questions about the application process or the job?
Ms. Julia Dyballa (Talent Acquisition)
Phone: +49 (0) 30 2005-58394 or
E-Mail: Julia.dyballa@basf.com

At BASF, the chemistry is right. Because we are counting on innovative solutions, on sustainable actions, and on connected thinking. And on you. Become a part of our formula for success and develop the future with us - in a global team that embraces diversity and equal opportunities irrespective of gender, age, origin, sexual orientation, disability or belief.
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